
July 25, 2021 – St Mary’s – Ann L Lovejoy 

Poetry is an alabaster jar cracked open 

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/collections/142028/poems-of-hope-and-resilience 

Introduction: 

There is a spiritual upwelling of poetry in the U.S. today.  Unlike years ago when more people were 
conventional, caged, confined. Poetry is more accessible than ever and is easily found through 
magazines, publishers, websites.   

 Poetry shows us the varieties of religious and spiritual experience.  Poetry is to be read aloud.  Like 
worship, Poetry is best enjoyed with other people, reacting in community to build a dialogue with the 
poem.    

Today we will be sampling poems from the Poetry Foundation’s collection “Poems of Hope and 
Resilience” 

Instruction:   

Each poem will be read aloud in 2 different voices.  Then take a moment of silence for reflection.  The 
facilitator will ask: 

“What did you notice or feel immediately, first thoughts?”  

As people discuss how the poem impacted them, any participant or the facilitator may state a summary 
or theme of what the group is saying.  Or may call out a particularly insightful observation.    

The facilitator may ask, “What surprised you about this poem?”  “How might this poem reflect or relate 
to your life?”   

Poems to be read: 

Elegy for the Native Guards 
BY NATASHA TRETHEWEY 

                                        Now that the salt of their blood     
Stiffens the saltier oblivion of the sea . . . 
       —Allen Tate 
  

We leave Gulfport at noon; gulls overhead 
trailing the boat—streamers, noisy fanfare— 
all the way to Ship Island. What we see 
first is the fort, its roof of grass, a lee— 
half reminder of the men who served there— 
a weathered monument to some of the dead. 
  
Inside we follow the ranger, hurried 



though we are to get to the beach. He tells 
of graves lost in the Gulf, the island split 
in half when Hurricane Camille hit, 
shows us casemates, cannons, the store that sells 
souvenirs, tokens of history long buried. 
  
The Daughters of the Confederacy 
has placed a plaque here, at the fort’s entrance— 
each Confederate soldier’s name raised hard 
in bronze; no names carved for the Native Guards— 
2nd Regiment, Union men, black phalanx. 
What is monument to their legacy? 
  
All the grave markers, all the crude headstones— 
water-lost. Now fish dart among their bones, 
and we listen for what the waves intone. 
Only the fort remains, near forty feet high, 
round, unfinished, half open to the sky, 
the elements—wind, rain—God’s deliberate eye. 
     2007 
 
 

Psalm 150 
BY JERICHO BROWN 
 

Some folks fool themselves into believing, 
But I know what I know once, at the height 
Of hopeless touching, my man and I hold 
Our breaths, certain we can stop time or maybe 
 
Eliminate it from our lives, which are shorter  
Since we learned to make love for each other  
Rather than doing it to each other. As for praise  
And worship, I prefer the latter. Only memory 
 
Makes us kneel, silent and still. Hear me?  
Thunder scares. Lightning lets us see. Then,  
Heads covered, we wait for rain. Dear Lord,  
Let me watch for his arrival and hang my head 
 
And shake it like a man who's lost and lived.  
Something keeps trying, but I'm not killed yet. 

    2014 
 
Try to Praise the Mutilated World  
 ADAM ZAGAJEWSKI 
TRANSLATED BY CLARE CAVANAGH 

Try to praise the mutilated world. 
Remember June's long days, 



and wild strawberries, drops of rosé wine. 
The nettles that methodically overgrow 
the abandoned homesteads of exiles. 
You must praise the mutilated world. 
You watched the stylish yachts and ships; 
one of them had a long trip ahead of it, 
while salty oblivion awaited others. 
You've seen the refugees going nowhere, 
you've heard the executioners sing joyfully. 
You should praise the mutilated world. 
Remember the moments when we were together 
in a white room and the curtain fluttered. 
Return in thought to the concert where music flared. 
You gathered acorns in the park in autumn 
and leaves eddied over the earth's scars. 
Praise the mutilated world 
and the gray feather a thrush lost, 
and the gentle light that strays and vanishes 
and returns. 
      2002 

 Enemies 
BY WENDELL BERRY 
 

If you are not to become a monster, 
you must care what they think. 
If you care what they think, 
 
how will you not hate them, 
and so become a monster 
of the opposite kind? From where then 
 
is love to come—love for your enemy 
that is the way of liberty? 
From forgiveness. Forgiven, they go 
 
free of you, and you of them; 
they are to you as sunlight 
on a green branch. You must not 
 
think of them again, except 
as monsters like yourself, 
pitiable because unforgiving. 
    1994 
 

Saint Francis and the Sow 
BY GALWAY KINNELL 

The bud 
stands for all things, 
even for those things that don’t flower, 
for everything flowers, from within, of self-blessing;    



though sometimes it is necessary 
to reteach a thing its loveliness, 
to put a hand on its brow 
of the flower 
and retell it in words and in touch 
it is lovely 
until it flowers again from within, of self-blessing;    
as Saint Francis 
put his hand on the creased forehead 
of the sow, and told her in words and in touch    
blessings of earth on the sow, and the sow    
began remembering all down her thick length,    
from the earthen snout all the way 
through the fodder and slops to the spiritual curl of the tail,    
from the hard spininess spiked out from the spine    
down through the great broken heart 
to the sheer blue milken dreaminess spurting and shuddering    
from the fourteen teats into the fourteen mouths sucking and blowing beneath them: 
the long, perfect loveliness of sow. 
    2002 

 
To be of use 
BY MARGE PIERCY 
 

The people I love the best 
jump into work head first 
without dallying in the shallows 
and swim off with sure strokes almost out of sight. 
They seem to become natives of that element, 
the black sleek heads of seals 
bouncing like half-submerged balls. 
 
I love people who harness themselves, an ox to a heavy cart, 
who pull like water buffalo, with massive patience, 
who strain in the mud and the muck to move things forward, 
who do what has to be done, again and again. 
 
I want to be with people who submerge 
in the task, who go into the fields to harvest 
and work in a row and pass the bags along, 
who are not parlor generals and field deserters 
but move in a common rhythm 
when the food must come in or the fire be put out. 
 
The work of the world is common as mud. 
Botched, it smears the hands, crumbles to dust. 
But the thing worth doing well done 
has a shape that satisfies, clean and evident. 
Greek amphoras for wine or oil, 
Hopi vases that held corn, are put in museums 
but you know they were made to be used. 



The pitcher cries for water to carry 
and a person for work that is real. 

    1982 
 

Additional resources and opportunities for learning:   

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/collections/153058/online-learning-resources 

 


